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WordPress Plugin Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Developing plugins for WordPress is the next big thing for you if you are an administrator

	looking to enhance a personal site with custom functionality for which no plugin exists, a

	developer looking to enhance the WordPress platform with new ideas for the community,

	or a website designer building a specific project for a client....
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Smashing WordPress: Beyond the BlogJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	GO BEYOND THE BLOG


	Smashing WordPress shows you how to utilize the power of the WordPress platform, and provides a creative spark to help you build WordPress-powered sites that go beyond the obvious. You will learn the core concepts used to build just about anything in WordPress, resulting in fast deployments and...
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WebGL Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	WebGL is the standard for rendering 3D graphics in a browser using JavaScript. This book will teach you to exploit the full potential of WebGL in game development by rendering complex 3D objects. The essential tutorial.


	Overview

	
		Load and render complex 3D objects in WebGL using JavaScript
	...
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jQuery 2.0 Animation Techniques: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Bring your websites to life with animations using jQuery


	Overview

	
		Get going with jQuery's animation methods and build a toolkit of ready-to-use animations using jQuery 2.0
	
		Over 50 detailed examples on different types of web page animations
	
		Create both simple and complex...
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Pentaho Data Integration Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	The premier open source ETL tool is at your command with this recipe-packed cookbook. Learn to use data sources in Kettle, avoid pitfalls, and dig out the advanced features of Pentaho Data Integration the easy way.


	Overview

	
		Intergrate Kettle in integration with other components of the Pentaho Business...
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The Discipline of Organizing: Professional Edition, 3rd EditionNew Society Publishers, 2015

	This ebook exploits many advanced capabilities with images, hypertext, and interactivity and is optimized for EPUB3-compliant book readers, especially Apple's iBooks and browser plugins. These features may not work on all ebook readers.

...
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Developing  a hapi Edge: A rich Node.js framework for apps and servicesBleeding Edge Press, 2015

	“Developing a hapi Edge” shows you how to build enterprise-quality web applications using the hapi service and application framework. By walking through the creation of a real web application, hapi-plugins.com, you will learn how to configure and start hapi, build out APIs, perform authentication, validation, caching, and so much...
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Maven: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2008

	
		For too long, developers have worked on disorganized application projects, where every part seemed to have its own build system, and no common repository existed for information about the state of the project. Now there's help. The long-awaited official documentation to Maven is here.

		

		Written by Maven creator...
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Jenkins Continuous Integration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Jenkins is a Java-based Continuous Integration (CI) server that supports the discovery of defects early in the software cycle. Thanks to over 400 plugins, Jenkins communicates with many types of systems, building and triggering a wide variety of tests.





	CI involves making small changes to software, and then building and...
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Docker BootcampPackt Publishing, 2017

	Fast, intensive, and effective Docker learning


	About This Book

	
		Get well-versed with Docker in 7 days
	
		Identify and resolve common problems faced by users while working with Docker
	
		A fast-paced guide that will focus on all the core Docker functionalities


...
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Hands-On DevOps with Vagrant: Implement end-to-end DevOps and infrastructure management using VagrantPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Use Vagrant to easily build complete development environments

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement DevOps with Vagrant effectively
	
			Integrate Vagrant with different tools such as Puppet, Chef, and Docker
	
			Manage infrastructure with a practical approach


	...
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Building WordPress Themes from ScratchCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	 When I first got into web development, all the way back in 2002, a tool like WordPress did not exist yet. As a matter of fact, it wouldn’t be until almost a year later that WordPress would be released to the public for the first time; not that I was ready to use WordPress at initial release. I actually didn’t start using it...
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